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The ALL NATURAL Food Plan...PART TWO!!

*Meal #1*

*Meal #2*

SOURCE FOOD AMOUNT

PROTEIN Organic Brown Eggs 2-4 Whites

FAT Organic Egg Yolks 1 Yolk

CARBOHYDRATE Fruit 1/4 - 3/4 Cup

*MEAL DIRECTIONS: 

EGGS: Place the ORGANIC BROWN Eggs in a Pot, fill up the pot with HOT water, 
Bring water to boil, when boiling submerge eggs for approximately 12-15 
minutes.When time is up, empty hot water from pot and run cold water over 
eggs. Cooking the eggs is fine too, WHATEVER is going to make you most 
consistent!!!

Fruit: ANY Berries (Blue, Black, Straw, or Rasp) are preferred here. However, if 
you desire another type of fruit, it MUST be round in shape and cannot exceed 
the size of a tennis ball!

SOURCE FOOD AMOUNT

PROTEIN Natural Whey Protein 1 Scoop

FAT Butter (See Below) 1 Tablespoon

CARBOHYDRATE Almond OR Coconut Milk 6 - 8 Ounces

*MEAL DIRECTIONS: 

Whey Protein: Purchase All Natural Whey Protein (Chocolate, Vanilla, 
Strawberry or Unflavored)...Add ONE tablespoon (Be accurate) of your favorite 
all natural butter (Almond, Coconut, Cashew, Peanut) and 1 Cup of either Plain 
Unsweetened Almond or Coconut Milk. Add ice for desired thickness.



*Meal #3*

*Meal #4*

SOURCE FOOD AMOUNT

PROTEIN PLAIN Greek Yogurt 1/4 - 1/2 cup

FAT Almonds or Walnuts 1-2 Tb Spoons (Be Accurate!)

CARBOHYDRATE Fruit 1/4 - 3/4 Cup

*MEAL DIRECTIONS:
PLAIN GREEK YOGURT: Sorry everyone, NO FLAVORED YOGURT, they contain 
artificial sweeteners and if you haven’t already noticed, this plan is NATURAL!

FAT: Purchase Plain unsalted, Almond Slices OR Fine Chopped Walnuts. These are 
most often found in the BAKING aisle of grocery stores.

Fruit: Apply SAME Fruit rules as above, HOWEVER, frozen fruits are accepted 
here as they are a great way of keeping this meal COLD if you are on the go!

Mix these three foods in a small bowl or tupperware and you have yourself a 
protein packed meal for home or the road!

SOURCE FOOD AMOUNT

PROTEIN Organic White Chicken 4 - 6 Ounces

FAT Balsamic Olive Oil Spray 1-2 Tablespoons

CARBOHYDRATE Kale/Spinach Salad See Below

*MEAL DIRECTIONS:

Organic Chicken: Once OR Twice per week, Prepare (Grill, Bake, Etc.) Several 
ORGANIC White Chicken Breasts at a time. ANY Mrs. Dash Seasonings are GREAT.

Balsamic Olive Oil: This is the ONLY dressing you need, however some Fresh 
Squeezed lemon is also a tasty topping on this Chicken Salad.

Raw Green Leafy Salad: Choose your favorite DARK RAW GREEN Salad (Spinach, 
Kale, Arugla Etc.) and have as much as you need, this is a FREE FOOD! There are 
also some nice blended bagged greens out there that you may enjoy. try them 
all until you find the one you like best!



*Meal #5A*
SOURCE FOOD AMOUNT

PROTEIN Salmon 4-6 Ounces

FAT Salmon -

CARBOHYDRATE Cruciferous Greens 4-6 Ounces

*MEAL DIRECTIONS:

SALMON: The way I prepare my Salmon Takes about 15-20 minutes. First, I turn 
my BBQ on low to preheat. then, take some foil and create a little dish for the 
salmon to sit in. spray the foil with regular olive oil spray and then set the 
salmon in the foil. Make tiny cuts in the salmon and squeeze natural lemon 
juice on top. sprinkle some lemon pepper (Trader Joes has a great one) as well 
as some dill on top. Slide the foil made dish onto a cutting board and slide the 
foil made dish off of the cutting board and onto the BBQ for about 15-20 
minutes. The reason for grilling the salmon is because (A) it tastes AMAZING and 
(B) the salmon wont smell up the house! however, baking the salmon works 
just as well.

Cruciferous Greens: This is the time where you load up on your broccoli, 
asparagus, brussels, zuchinni, etc because THIS is the time when that craving 
for carbs (pasta, potatoes, rice, etc) can be dangerous...Preferably, your 
vegetables will be fresh and not frozen, however, if frozen is your only option 
it is better than no vegetables at all...do NOT walk away from this meal FULL. 
remember you should only be a couple hours away from bedtime at this point 
and you are not in any need of extra calories.



*Meal #5B*

*Meal #5C*

SOURCE FOOD AMOUNT

PROTEIN Ground Turkey 4-6 Ounces

FAT Olive Oil 2 Tablespoons

CARBOHYDRATE Cruciferous Greens 4-6 Ounces

*MEAL DIRECTIONS:

Natural Ground Turkey: I have yet to find ORGANIC Ground Turkey, if YOU do, BUY 
IT! the best and ONLY way to eat turkey, Chicken, Red Meat, Etc is to make sure 
(A) It is Organic & (B) That is not lower than 90% Lean. I do know that Costco 
Sells a frozen Natural Turkey Burger that is awesome & Whole Food sells also 
sells a quality frozen Organic Turkey PATTY, they are easy to BBQ or 

Simply cook the ground Turkey in a pan sprayed with olive oil. This should cook 
up in 15 Minutes MAX!

Cruciferous Greens: Read Above

SOURCE FOOD AMOUNT

PROTEIN Organic Ground Beef 4-6 Ounces

FAT Organic Ground Beef -

CARBOHYDRATE Cruciferous Greens 4-6 Ounces

*MEAL DIRECTIONS:

Organic Ground Beef: the best and ONLY way to eat Beef is to make sure (A) It is 
Organic & (B) That is not lower than 90% Lean. We like to get our Ground Beef 
from Whole foods, to be exact we get the 90% Grain Fed Organic Beef. Grass Fed 
is fine too and 93% is even better. if you do get your beef at whole foods, ask 
them to mix in the Santa Maria Seasoning, yum! Keep in Mind, you should only 
have ground beef once, twice per week MAX!

Simply cook the ground beef in a pan sprayed with olive oil. This should cook up 
in 15 Minutes MAX!

Cruciferous Greens: Read Above



*Meal #5D*

*Meal #6*

SOURCE FOOD AMOUNT

PROTEIN Organic Ground Chicken 4-6 Ounces

FAT Organic Ground Chicken -

CARBOHYDRATE Cruciferous Greens 4-6 Ounces

*MEAL DIRECTIONS:

Organic Ground Chicken: Yes, Chicken twice a day! Believe it or not, the gorund 
chicken tastes much different than Chicken breast making it a GREAT option for 
dinner. Although remember, the best and ONLY way to eat Chicken is to make 
sure it is Organic! We like to get our Ground Chicken from Whole foods or 
Ralphs. throw on the stove. Sprinkle your favorite Mrs. Dash seaosning on the 
patty and your good to go, yum!  

Simply cook the ground Chicken in a pan sprayed with olive oil. This should 
cook up in 15 Minutes MAX!

Cruciferous Greens: Read Above

SOURCE FOOD AMOUNT

PROTEIN Natural Casein Protein 1/2 to 1 Scoop

FAT Butter -

CARBOHYDRATE Almond OR Coconut Milk 6-8 Ounces

*MEAL DIRECTIONS:

Casein Protein Shake: Purchase All Natural Casein Protein (Chocolate or 
Vanilla)...Add ONE tablespoon (Be accurate) of your favorite all natural butter 
(Almond, Coconut, Cashew, Peanut) and 1 Cup of either Plain Unsweetened 
Almond or Coconut Milk. Add ice for desired thickness.

This shake IS your dessert and is only necessary if you find your self in the 
kitchen after dinner about to sabotage your entire day of clean eating!


